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Since 1968 the mythological content of One Hundred Years of Solitude has been examined from a perspective that is almost exclusively Western. Central, key elements of this novel strongly parallel indigenous Colombian mythologies as well as core elements of the Mayan Popol Vuh. Even the matter of God, which comes to a crux in the novel, has been viewed through the lens of Occidental, Judaeo-Christian texts. Excluding Colombia’s pre-history and contemporary demographics, a good number of critics may have misunderstood or misread the underlying meanings implicit in particular themes, myths and rituals in the novel. Disambiguation of the novel’s re-creations of authentic Colombian mythologies and rituals may lead to a clearer understanding of the novel’s themes and ultimately its meanings, thus clarifying its implicit criticism of the rejection of identity.
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Much of the initial critical reception of One Hundred Years of Solitude suggests parallels between the novel and the Old Testament (specifically the Pentateuch, the first five books thereof). It is an obvious source because the myths are widely known to Western readers. However, steadfast adherence to Biblical versions of creation, flight, and destruction in certain later critical interpretations of One Hundred Years of Solitude may have resulted in circuitous or needlessly cryptic
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